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PHOTO OF THE MONTH

COURTESY ROAD LOCOMOTIVE SOCIETY

We could probably do with
this heavy-weight roller
back on our streets. The
condition of many of our
local roads is, at best,
moderate and in some
cases downright poor or
even dangerous, as the
COURTESY SANDY ROSS
surface has either
disintegrated or formed plunge pools of water known as potholes.
St Albans Corporation had teams of men working tirelessly
making up roads for the rst time as Fleetville developed, or
repairing them if the weather, over-weight vehicles, or previously
poor workmanship required attention.
The Corporation acquired the steam powered roller shown
above in 1920, and it would have been a frequent visitor to
Fleetville and Camp. Its home was The Council Depot at the
former prison, where the colour photo was taken by Sandy Ross.
However, it is the monochrome image which is possibly more
interesting. It has been driven – slowly – to roll newly laid
macadam near the kerb, much to the fascination, I am sure, of a
child whose legs we notice, and probably of the rudimentary
chain steering.
All that remains to discover is whereabouts in the city (and of
course it may not have been in the east end) was it working
when photographed? Clearly in a residential district near a T
junction or 90 degree corner; a garden wall with brick piers is
nearby, as is plenty of greenery; but possibly all of seventy years
ago. Not much to go on, but if a reader thinks they recognise
the location do please let the Editor know.

MOVING FORWARD

NEW LAID TO REST
STORY WALK
AT HATFIELD ROAD CEMETERY
Remembering All Lives
For full details see page 5

NEW STREET WALK
AROUND BEAUMONTS
Early Beaumonts
For full details see page 5

W Page’s furnishing store (see page 2) in St Peter’s Street
was at the corner of Adelaide Street. An advertisement from
the Herts Advertiser.
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FEATURED STREET: CLARENCE ROAD
When the road was young pre 1920s it
was variously known as New Clarence
Road or Clarence Park Road as far as
Brampton Road; and Upper Clarence
Road in the section from Brampton
Road to Sandpit Lane. This article
features Clarence Park Road, which
was laid out for housing plots in the
expectation that the income would help
to defray a proportion of the expenses
of developing the park.
If you still have a copy of Newsletter
Five to hand you may wish to re-read
the article on York Road, to remind
yourself that the intended line of
Clarence Park Road was to be a
perimeter route gently curving around the park boundary until it reached the railway. It was Earl
Spencer who turned it into a proposal for a through road, connecting it with the Upper Road and more of
his development land. The benefit was a corner devoted to lawn bowls.
Beginning from The Crown, Alexandra House, though one building, had Barclays Bank with a Hatfield
Road address, while the former chemist and its adjoining house were numbered 2 and 4 Clarence
Road. There were then three distinct sections of the road until Brampton Road is reached. Dividing the
first two blocks were the farm buildings and track to the homestead (today’s Conservative Club). One of
the large barns, initially numbered 16, was acquired by the St
Peter’s Street furnishers, W Page, and used as a store building; it
continued to be used for storage until that part of the former farm
was developed as Clarence Park Mews in recent times. The wide
exit onto Clarence Road at this point is occupied by two modern
properties. The park’s entrance lines up nicely with the original
track from the fete field which became the park, to the farm.
The first section was purchased by W J Elliott of Chequer Street, who erected thirteen compact homes
along three terraces in the late 1890s; these are today numbered 6 to 30.
In 1897 Joshua Reynolds, who farmed Heath Farm, purchased land which became Blandford Road,
and also a block of land in Clarence Park Road, although I can’t state conclusively where it was, except
that it was quoted as being “opposite the cricket ground”. I think Thomas G Hale might have acquired
the plots from 66 to 90, and they are certainly near to the cricket ground, and before the vegetation grew
too high it may have been possible for householders to watch a match from their first floor windows.
With suitable glasses of course.
Two years later in 1899 sixteen plots
totalling 650 feet were offered for sale by
auction: “delightful views of
Marshalswick Park and Beaumont Farm”
– remember, the landscape between the
road and the places named was open
landscape. It is likely these plots were
where the large balconied semidetached houses were built. With only
slight differences these homes present a
unified and impressive sweep along the
first part of the road. It would be helpful
to know the name of the architect,
wouldn’t it.
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NEXT STOP AFTER SMALLFORD
Many of us will have visited, walking or by bike or car,
the former Smallford station along Alban Way. There is
to be an imminent change to the platform following
resurfacing. Members of Smallford and Alban Way
Heritage Society have raised funds to install Victorianstyle lamp standards, bench seats, raised planting beds
and posters designed in period style from when the
branch railway was operational.
Meanwhile, moving to the next stop, former Nast Hyde
Halt has probably received more conversational attention
than any other. Responsibility for the platform’s care and
maintenance has been uno cially in the hands of Mike
Izzard. Various artefacts adorn the platform, a
magni cent platform name board, extensive planting, all surprise walkers and riders as they pass; and
some will be fortunate to nd Mike at work on a day o his work. He, of course, has given his time
freely, but he has been wonderfully supported by local fund raisers organising one-o events at the
platform or nearby.
The most recent change to marketing the location is the launch of a dedicated website at
https://nasthydehalt.wordpress.com
If you plan to walk along part of Alban Way and thought of parking at the Smallford Station car park and
walk towards Hill End and Fleetville, I would recommend turning left towards Hat eld. It is in this
direction that you walk under Diane Maclean’s Blackberry Arch sculpture and then arrive at Nast Hyde
platform. You can’t miss it!

WATER EVERYWHERE
There have been items in the Herts Advertiser in
recent times about flooding in Drakes Drive but I
can’t recall it being a historic problem. Surface
water run-off pools near the mobile homes site as
that is a low point, and more run-off seems to
occur nowadays as many gardens are concreted
over, and most of the allotment land is now built
on. BUT, the council used to have “sucker trucks"
visiting all the storm drains along the roads to
clear them. Does this still happen? Maybe, or
maybe not. All over the place I see flooded roads COURTESY HILLARY BLAKE; ARCHANT
and gutters, and pedestrians are often sprayed
with dirty water. So I am sure we are experiencing a maintenance issue.
Having said that just a little uphill from Drakes Drive at Brick Knoll Park there used to be a spring,
possibly seasonal (a bourne) which flowed down hill close to the present Cambridge Road, joining the
stream from The Wick which crossed Eaton Road, and flowed along Sutton and Campfield roads
towards the Ver. Of course actual water courses bore little relation to later roads and streets. A field
near Brick Knoll was still called Bridge Field in the early 19th century. Why else would you require a
bridge except to walk over a stream, however small?
I had heard that the water table, which had historically fallen since the industrial revolution, is beginning
to rise again. It would be good to know the current flow along Boggy Mead Spring and Ellen Brook
because that would be a clear indicator of the seasonal ground water levels.
Back to Drakes Drive, the authority probably has no money to spend on an investigation and any works.
Same old problem!
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MOATS AND MANORS

COURTESY HISTORIC ENGLAND

Maps as recent as the early 1900s show indications of segments
of a former moat between Woodland Drive south (east side) and
Central Drive (south side). So before the modern Beaumonts
estate there is evidence of earlier buildings nearby. We can
suggest an earlier manor house, since a moat must have served
a function even if it was decorative rather than defensive. The
remains of the moat offers a maximum size for such a house, and
although it is assumed it would have been demolished when a
later manor was erected in Central Drive, evidence is lacking on
when it was first built. The public record first names Beaumonts
(or Bemonds) in the late 14th century, but unrecorded, a building
may have predated this period by two centuries or more.

The hamlet known as Hall Heath may suggest it was located near a hall-style manor. There is even just
a possibility of such a manorial building replacing an even earlier structure. But there is no evidence of
any kind unless garden test pits could be investigated with the kind co-operation of enthusiastic householders! Frequent how-to-undertake examples were regularly shown in Time Team! [see also NL 17]
Tempting one’s imagination, what might we discover should such an investigation take place? Digging
up the past usually reveals the detritus of everyday former lives: utensils and tools, coins and building
material. If people were living in a building within the moat, the minutiae of everyday living will survive
below the surface. That’s what Time Team occasionally gives you – or doesn’t!
But if there was a moat there must have been a ready supply of water to maintain a steady level. Not
such a problem in the winter period, but regular top-ups would have been required in the dry weather.
Was a spring found near to Elm Drive? Another source may have flowed from further east in centuries
past. In the early years of the 20th century a surface pipe was laid from a wind pump on Oaklands Farm.
The supply was gravity-fed to Beaumonts Farm; its pipe from Oaklands
came along to Central Drive. Perhaps an earlier stream took the same
route; after all, the moat was close by. As you can see, we have no
definitive solution to the moat supply question!
Back to the very beginning. No domestic building would have been
erected that was not close to a source of fresh water. It is therefore
inevitable that a stream or spring was close to the first manor house. At
a later date a well was sunk; this was confirmed as south of the 1830s
farm homestead and is today under the site of Irene Stebbings House.
A record suggests the well was deepened, possibly in the 1800s. Many
wells were deepened at least once during their lifetimes, probably due
to a fall in the water table level.
Much is riding on the one piece of visible evidence which lasted into
the 20th century.

Top: The second Beaumonts manor house demolished
early 19th century.
Above: Remaining moat and water channel early 19th
century, overlaid on current map.

ANOTHER WEBSITE

FLEETVILLE DIARIES AFTER AGM

Your editor has come across a second community
website in part of Hatfield: https://
ellenbrookresidents.org. Many of its impressively
detailed pages are devoted to the future of
Ellenbrook Fields and the proposed quarry. But
there are also sections on Nast Hyde and the 1944
bombing of homes in Selwyn Drive.

This month we have a fifth page to the
Newsletter, with some important information for
you. You may be a Fleetville Diaries member, or
perhaps you participate occasionally. So, here’s
what is coming up, and also opportunities for
next year. Discover on page 5 how you could
participate.

Ideas, comments, pictures – anything – contact Mike on mikeneighbour@mac.com
The FD website is www.fleetvillediaries.org
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It has been sixteen months since we last all met at a Fleetville Diaries function, thanks to the isolation
we’ve had to endure. I don’t know about others, but the Editor has certainly missed your company.
When we were rst unable to meet we adopted the concept of a newsletter to keep us all in touch. I
probably thought it might be required for perhaps ve or six months, but this is issue number eighteen!
However, here we are and we are ready to do something. The virulent variant(s) of the virus may still
prevent us from meeting indoors throughout the winter months, and for the present we are going to
assume that is the case.
Meanwhile, we are going to run a brand new FREE Saturday
afternoon street walk named Early Beaumonts. Our search
for evidence of everyday life at this medieval manor will
begin at the triangle in Salisbury Avenue and take us to the
heart of activity where the modern estate is located. Please
book by email (mikeneighbour@mac.com) for this event as
we are constrained by footpaths and public roads and our
public liability insurance limits numbers to 30. Please
remember to state how many places you require.
Our second FREE Saturday afternoon event is a Laid to Rest story walk at Hat eld Road Cemetery.
Titled Remembering All Lives it features seven stories of people who lived in St Albans and who are
commemorated here. We will meet outside the chapel. There is no need to book for this event as it is
entirely o -road.
We would aim for both walks to take around, but no longer than one and a half hours.
We will announce two dates for these events as soon as we can.
Now to the future, the future being from the November AGM onwards. Two of the ve committee
places will be available as a result of resignations after long-term service. Mike has recently moved
from the county to East Sussex, which e ectively means we are looking for at least three members who
would be able to meet as a group occasionally to plan a programme for the year ahead, coordinate
over publicity and communication, and perhaps liaise with other groups or develop local projects. One
or two ideas people would help! Although Mike will not be able to physically join this group he is able
to advise from a distance.
The new group is, of course, not limited to the present format. Members and its new committee group
are free to take Fleetville Diaries in new directions if they so wish.
If you would like to become part of this process, either by sharing ideas, or by giving of your time to an
organising committee, please email Alex (alexbell@argonet.co.uk) who is coordinating the responses.
We have a wonderful group of well over one hundred friends who like to be kept in touch with Fleetville
Diaries. In our various ways we have all been drawn to Fleetville Diaries because of our attachment to
Fleetville and its wider district, as well as the friendships we have developed through FD events.
We know that the pandemic has changed many aspects of our lives, and it is expected that, as a result,
our priorities may change, resulting in possible departures by existing members. But it will also provide
opportunities for new arrivals to join us. It will be wonderful for FD to remain as buoyant in the future as
it has been in the past twelve years or so. Between us we have developed a rich programme which we
can continue to call on; and FD has earned an impressive reputation within the county for the breadth
of its programmes and the range of local research and exhibitions undertaken by small groups of
members.
We look forward to hearing from as many of you as possible.
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